FIRST Teams
FIRST STATS

FIRST teams
Introduction
As our family grows and expands, our direct impact on the opening
process of the teams is weakening, and as the Galaxia family grows,
more and more teams that were not established by us joined, and the
credit goes to the FIRST teams and to the city we work with to open
new teams.
This booklet is intended to clearly show which teams we have opened,
which teams we have helped to open, and which teams within the
family we don’t have a direct connection with.
In this booklet, we will present all numbers, mentors, and locations of
each team.
For questions, we invite you to contact Galaxia team members in the
pit.
Our FIRST family in the north
The FIRST teams are our family, and they are with us every step of the way.
We say family, because unlike our parents, we don’t “belong” to our
grandparents, even in the Galaxia family there are teams that we haven't
opened ourselves. And all the credit to the effort, investment and support
does not come to us. But to our children.
With a fixed, planned, and accurate three-year work plan, we have opened
40 FIRST teams, and assisted in the opening of 12.
With the help of the teams we have opened, and our city, the Galaxia family
is bigger than just the teams we have opened on our own… 52 FIRST teams
in Haifa only!
We would like to say thank you very much to our school, which was a
significant partner and gave us the stage to open new FIRST teams in the
school.
Thank you to the municipality, which gave us the opportunity to assist in
the opening of 9 new FIRST teams together with the city
And thanks to the other FIRST teams that opened other FIRST teams and
extended the family.

Teams we’ve opened directly:

We’ve directly opened 39 FIRST teams:

20 FLLJR

14 FLL

2 FTC

3 FRC

We mentor 17 FIRST teams:

12 FLLJR

3 FLL

1 FTC

1 FRC

Teams we've opened (Started)
Teams that we opened are teams that we’ve helped raise their funds,
or we exposed the children to the FIRST program and helped the team
in the process of registering, establishing and starting the team.
These are teams that members of Galaxia took an active part in their
opening.
These teams are the teams that we then encourage to open new
teams and help us grow the family.
To open new FIRST teams, we contact schools and introduce them to
all FIRST programs. Then we make sure there are mentors and
sponsors for teams, and only then do we recruit the children. Once the
team has received enough help and support, and established itself, it
helps us to open new teams. Thus, the growth of the teams is
exponential.
Thanks to the exposure and the influence of these teams in the city,
we were able to encourage the municipality to turn the program into
an official activity in the city.
This chapter in the booklet talks only about teams that we have
opened directly!

FLLJR Teams
FIRST starts with Jr. FLL, and if we want to allow robotics to reach all
everyone we must start from a young age. Therefore, we place
emphasis on increasing the FLLJR program within the family and thus
the children of the FLLJR grow into the FLL program and hopefully the
FTC and FRC.
Because the intention is to establish a strong FIRST program that will
last for long, the FLLJR teams are only opened in places where we
know the teams will succeed and serve the goal. Therefore, we only
open FLLJR teams in schools where we already have strong FIRST
programs.

Over the past two years, we have personally opened 20 FLLJR
teams.

status

mentor

opened at

organization

team number

active

Amirit, maker manager

Reali "Ahuza"
2017 branch

1471

active

Amirit, maker manager

Reali "Ahuza"
2017 branch

1470

active

FLL 898

Reali "MATOS"
2017 branch

1077

active

FLL 858

Reali "MATOS"
2017 branch

1078

active

Julia, maker manager

Reali "MATOS"
2017 branch

1450

active

Uri, maker manager

Reali "MATOS"
2017 branch

1451

active

Danni, teacher

Reali "Hadar"
2018 branch

1034

active

Danni, teacher

Reali "Hadar"
2018 branch

1756

active

Maya - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M101

active

Paulo - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M102

active

Royi - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M103

active

Ido - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M104

active

Matan - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M105

active

Tamir- Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M106

active

Lior- Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M107

active

Orel - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M108

active

Benny - Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M109

active

Ron- Galaxia

2018 Realigan

M110

active- non competing

Belle - Galaxia

WIZO center for
2019 childeren at risk

M86

active

Ido - Galaxia

WIZO center for
2019 childeren at risk

2080

FLL teams:
The FLL teams are the base of our teams in FIRST. In our eyes, FLL is
the program in which students actually begin to engineer and
establish their own team independently.
Today, we still learn how to work with FLL teams. This year is the
second year that a team from Haifa has reached the national finals.
Last year the team from “Reut” art school reached the finals and this
year the team from “Nofim” elementary school did. Both mentored by
our team members!
We open the FLL teams by going to different schools, expose the
students to FIRST, help with budgeting, mentoring, and finally
recruiting students.
The progress of the FLL teams, and the way they got their voices
heard all over Haifa, encouraged the municipality to work with us to
turn the plan into an official activity for kids. We assisted the
municipality in the process of "Kol Kore", and thus assisted in the
opening of another 7 FLL teams throughout the city.

Over the past two years, we have opened 14 FLL teams. One of
them has closed:
מתי
:יום שני
16:30 - 15:00

מנטור הקבוצה
Galaxia - איתי

ארגון
 סניף אחוזה,הריאלי

מספר קבוצה
1446

:יום שני
17:30 - 15:30

Galaxia - עמרי

נופים

1862

:יום שני
17:00 - 15:00

Galaxia - דניאל

בית רוטנברג

1887

FTC Teams
The FTC Team is a great base for the growth of FIRST, and can serve as a
critical bridge in establishing Galaxia and FIRST in Haifa. For two reasons:
1. The FTC program is significantly cheaper and simpler than FRC and
because it requires much less resources, it can be deployed easily in
Romania or populations from a lower socio-economic status.
2. The FTC program is an excellent transition program between the FLL
and the FRC. The members of the FTC program can improve a lot before
joining the FRC program. In doing so, we make sure that the FRC
members have professional knowledge from the start.
In recognition of the significant change we have made in the FTC
program in Israel and overseas, and for leading FIRST in Haifa, FIRST
Israel has chosen us to be official partners of the FTC program in the
North.
-SuperNova 11567:
SuperNova Team 11567 is our home team. Together, we are changing
Haifa and they are the perfect operators for us. The members of their
team are constantly mentored by us and in exchange they mentor other
FLL teams. SuperNova also ensures the continuity of the team.
SuperNova completed the national competition as the Finalist Alliance of
the division.
Unfortunately this year the team didn't compete because of budget
problems, but we continued to work with them and bring them as ready
as possible to next year.
-14027 BambaBaby:
BambaBaby Team is the embodiment of the first reason we so support
the FTC program. 14059 is the FTC team that we assisted in the opening
of this year from "Farhi Aharon Yeshiva" in the Krayot. The team comes
mainly from families that do not deal with technology at all at a low socioeconomic status. During the year, we and SuperNova mentored and
helped them.
status

mentor

non competing Amirit, maker manager
active

school teacher

opened at

organization team number
Reali "MATOS"
2017 branch
11567
"flowers of
aharon" yeshi2018 va
14059

The FRC teams:
The FRC teams are the most important for us, and while the process of
opening a team is significantly different from other processes, the FRC
teams are the ones who can best influence and work with us to make sure
we can build the best community possible-together.

-#6737 HRT - Haifa
#6737 HRT is the first FRC team we opened in 2017. It was part of a
network called “Atid” that recruited students from all over Haifa. We helped
recruit students, mentors and write a work plan.
At the end of the first year they chose not to continue, and the “Atid”
network transferred to the Haifa municipality. All the people were replaced
and there was no permission to continue the team.
-#7286 Infinity- Daliyat al-Karmel
#7286 Infinity is an FRC team we established in the season of 2018. Thanks
to the close contact we had with the previous captain of #6737, we helped
her establish a new team at her ORT school in Daliyat al-Karmel. This team is
the first team in Daliyat al-Karmel and allows us to spread even more around
us and outside of Haifa.
We helped recruit students, build a preparation season, and plan the team.
We helped them start their community and make plans for the future. Upon
arrival of the season, the captain and their team members came regularly so
we could work with them and monitor their progress. They even won the
District Rookie All-Star award! Unfortunately, the principal of the school
refused to allow the team to continue operating this year.
-#7079 Co-Bot - Haifa
#7079 Co-Bot is an FRC team we started this year. During the year the
members of Galaxia mentored them. We helped the team recruit students,
plan the season, design and brand the team, along with strategy and
management of the team. The team won the DCMP in 2018!
Over the past two years, we have opened 3 FRC teams directly. Two of them
closed - 6737,7286

The FRC teams that we opened directly are:
status

opened at

organization

team number

type of team

active

2016 Reali "Ahuza" branch

810 jrFLL

active

2016 Reali "Ahuza" branch

650 jrFLL

active

2018 Reali "Hadar" branch

1755 jrFLL

active

2018 Reali "Hadar" branch

1754 jrFLL

Teams that we’ve assisted in the opening of:
These aren’t teams we opened!
There are a lot of teams around town that we have not opened alone,
and we can not take ownership of the team and opening it. These
aren't teams that we necessarily exposed to FIRST directly, or helped
raise funds. However we have assisted these teams in the process of
opening the team. Whether it was student recruitment, or exposure
at the school, or if they are part of our work plan with the
municipality.
Through general exposure at our school, and helping recruit
students, we helped establish 4 FLLJR teams.

Teams opened through exposure to school and student
recruitment:
status

opened at

organization

team number

type of team

active

2016

Reali "Ahuza" branch

810

jrFLL

active

2016

Reali "Ahuza" branch

650

jrFLL

active

2018

Reali "Hadar" branch

1755

jrFLL

active

2018

Reali "Hadar" branch

1754

jrFLL

Teams that we’ve assisted in the opening of:
Haifa municipality:
The work plan with the municipality was created in a meeting with
Sharon Kellogny (former education director of Haifa) and Baruch Baklo
(leading, together with us, FIRST in Haifa). The meeting and the work
plan was the beginning to a long and close relationship with the
municipality that enabled us to open new teams.
We planned with them the process of calling schools and serving as a
center for new teams. At the beginning of the road, before the teams
opened, we organized a day of training for teams so that they would
know whether they wanted to join.
These are not teams that we opened directly, and the right to open
them belongs mainly to the municipality of Haifa and the schools that
did most of the work.

Thanks to the work plan, we helped the Haifa municipality open 7 FLL
teams.
Teams we’ve assisted in the opening of together with the
municipality:
status

opened at

organization

team number

type of team

active
active
active
active
active

2017 eshkol pais, kiryat haim
2018 Ben Guryon
2018 Alliance
2018 Leobeck
2018 Hugim

974 FLL
1790 FLL
1719 FLL
1386 FLL
1648 FLL

active

2018 eshkol pais, kiryat haim

1631 FLL

active

2018 eshkol pais, kiryat haim

1632 FLL

Teams opened without our help:
During the period of work there were also teams that opened through
teams we’ve opened that we have no direct work with. These teams
have opened up as a product of our actions, however we have no part in
their opening, and the right goes to various other teams.

They can be teams of the FTC or the school's in order to expand the
program.

Teams opened:
opened at

organization

status

who opened

team number

type of team

active

Reali

2016

898 FLL

active

Reali

2016

858 FLL

active

supernova #11567

2018

1862 FLL

The FLLJR teams that we mentor:
Only through regular, weekly mentoring of our FIRST teams are we able
to maintain the quality of experience for the teams.
In Galaxia, we assign team members to another FIRST team that they
mentor.
We pass our mentors through the process of training so that they will
know how to work with the teams and what are the messages, forms of
work and values that they need to convey to them.
Mentors arrive at least once a week, and most teams have at least 2
mentors to have healthy rotation. We monitor the teams individually
and at regular times.
At the end of each session, the mentors report to the program coordinator at Galaxia about the progress of the session.

We personally mentor 17 teams of FLLJR, FLL, FTC and FRC

We mentor 12 FLLJR teams on a regular basis.

The FLLJR teams that we mentor:

when?

mentor

organization

team number

friday:
9:00 - 10:00

Maya - Galaxia

Realigan

M101

friday:
9:00 - 10:00

Paulo - Galaxia

Realigan

M102

friday:
9:00 - 10:00

Royi - Galaxia

Realigan

M103

friday:
9:00 - 10:00

Ido - Galaxia

Realigan

M104

friday:
9:00 - 10:00

Matan - Galaxia

Realigan

M105

thursday:
15:00 - 16:00

Tamir - Galaxia

Realigan

M106

thursday:
15:00 - 16:00

Lior - Galaxia

Realigan

M107

thursday:
15:00 - 16:00

Orel - Galaxia

Realigan

M108

thursday:
15:00 - 16:00

Benny - Galaxia

Realigan

M109

thursday:
15:00 - 16:00

Ron - Galaxia

Realigan

M110

wednsday:
15:30 - 17:30

Belle - Galaxia

WIZO center for
chlidren at risk

M86

wednsday:
15:30 - 17:30

Ido - Galaxia

WIZO center for
chlidren at risk

2080

The FLL teams that we mentor:
In order to train the mentors of the FLL we train them on how to
mentor in the best way possible throughout in a training session that
lasts about a week each year.
The FLL mentors come to the mentor teams for approximately 3
hours, twice a week. There are teams with two mentors if a mentor
can not come twice a week.

During the year, we’ve mentored 3 FLL teams:
when?
monday:
15:00 - 16:30

mentor
Itai- Galaxia

organization
team number
Reali "Ahuza" branch
1446

monday:
15:30 - 17:30

Omri - Galaxia

Nofim

1862

monday:
15:00 - 17:00

Daniel - Galaxia

Rotenberg House

1887

The FTC team we mentor:
Last year, together with Turkish teams #4191 ,#6435 ,#6989 we decided

to open the very first FTC team in Turkey. FIRST is incredibly developed
in Turkey but the FTC program isn't at all. Throughout the year we
mentored the team from overseas through skype calls and many, many
e-mails using the experience we’ve already gained from opening FTC
teams.
The team was going to come compete in Israel, but due to political
problems– couldn't. The team will reopen next year and will probably
compete in Romania.

when?
when necessery

mentor
Roy - Galaxia

organization
Turkey

team number
15892

The FRC team we mentor:
In addition to the Turkish team we mentored during the year, we
spoke with many teams throughout Europe to help them with
whatever they needed so we could develop FIRST in Europe
together with them and make sure the existing teams are as good
as they can be.
Because the FRC teams in Europe are relatively few and relatively
isolated, they have no one to ask for help in their environment, so
we have contacted all the European teams and offered help in any
field– from community to technical issues.
Team New Tech #7570 from Poland asked us for help and we have
become their official mentors. We help them with anything they
needed via emails and messages.
In the near future, we are looking forward to helping them develop
their community in Poland and turn it into a center of FIRST!

Despite the difficulty that’s in mentoring a team from overseas, we
managed to mentor 2!

when?
when necessary

mentor
Liel - Galaxia

organization
New technology' Technical School

team number
7570

Closed Teams:
Over the past three years, we have opened 39 FIRST teams. Some, as
detailed in the document, we opened and some of them opened with
our help. However, the more teams opened the more specific
problems rose and we were unable to give each team enough support
so they would last for a while.
Unfortunately, 3 teams closed. The teams are:
1. The FLL team in Reali “Matos”
Out of a lack of interest from the children, Reali “Matos” decided to
reduce the FLL program this year and close the team, and now there
are 4 FLL teams instead of 5 at the school.
2. FRC team #6737
FRC team #6737 is the first FRC team we have opened. We mentored
them weekly in the preparation season. With the arrival of the build
season we left them alone expecting them to be just fine on their
own. The lack of knowledge and experience severely limited them and
they did not succeed in reaching as far as they expected. At the end
of the year, the “Atid” network, which was responsible for them,
transferred the ownership of the institute where the team worked for
the Haifa municipality and there was no authorization to continue the
team.
3. FRC team #7286
In 2018, we came to a Druze school in Daliyat al-Karmel. We
introduced FIRST to the students and helped them get sponsors. We
helped them register and mentored them during the year. During the
build season they had a lot of problems with their school and they
even came to work at our school because their school did not let them
work.
At the end of the year unfortunately the principal of their school did
not allow the program to continue and they were forced to close.
Even though it’s sad when teams close down, we learn a lot and make
sure not to make the same mistakes when we open teams in the
future.

Unregistered teams:
For reasons unknown to us, there are several FIRST teams that are
active today, and compete but do not appear on the official map of
FIRST Israel at: https://www.firstisrael.org.il/map
We do not know if this list is official and final but they don’t have
these registered teams (with a number) that appear in this book.
To avoid doubt, the teams are:
Jr.FLL:
1. 1077
2. 1078
3. 1756
4. 1450
5. 1451
6. 1714
7. 1715
8. 1716
9. 1717
10. 1718
11. 1719
12. 1755
13. 1754
14. M86
15. 2080
FLL:
1. 363 - registered members appear in Pardes Hanna
2. 1920
3. 1921
FTC:
1. 14027

FIRST START IN HAIFA, PROTOCOL+ Followup summary
* This document was a summary of the meeting and a short version of
the original protocol.
Date: 29.8.17
Present:
Sharon Clausny - Head of Education in Haifa
• Baruch Baklo - Director of the Technology Center, Naaman
Municipality, for promoting FIRST
• Ido Ziv - Social Vice-captain in Galaxia
• Uri Rolls - social captain in Galaxia
Decisions:
The municipality sees fit to develop FIRST in the city and to establish a
large and significant program that will put FIRST and the technological
education at the forefront.
Based on the Galaxia members' proposal, the number of teams that
can join this year under the municipality's help will be limited to
ensuring that the teams and children are properly supervised and
enjoy FIRST.
In order to ensure that the FIRST program is strong, a variety of teams
of the different programs must be produced, with an emphasis on the
FLL. The municipality will apply for 12-14 teams FLL, FTC and FRC.
The Haifa Technology Center and the real-world Makers centers will
serve as a center for the various FIRST teams.
Galaxia will lead the process of establishing teams before registering
and training mentors. The Galaxia robotics teams will be the
professional center for mentors and teams.
The municipality will be a source of economic / logistical assistance,
but most of the funding will be based on the Ministry of Education's
"Kol Koreh". In order for a team to join the program, it must to the
program.

The process of opening the teams:
The municipality will send an e-mail, as needed, with the assistance of
Galaxia with a summary of the program and its benefits. For every
school that shows interest in contacting Sharon and getting approval.
On 14.9, FIRST mentors will be trained with Galaxia and the
Technology Center to teach about the FLL and the program. Then,
schools will be able to submit the "Kol Koreh” not recommended
before training.
If schools decide to continue with the program, they will contact
Galaxia representatives to coordinate mentors (from the team or other
FIRST teams) who arrive at least once a week.
Schools interested in FLL: Liubeck, Hugim, Alliance, Semet, Eshkol
Hapayis Kiryat Haim, Ben Gurion, Reut, Izraelia.

Roy
Ayelet
Ido Avrech
Shaked
Orel
Itay
Eli
Alex
Erez
Belle
Benny
Guy
Gilad
David
Daniel
Lior
Liel
Liron
Maya
Royi
Matan
Noam
Yuval
Omri
Ido Aloni
Ido Ben Yosef
Paulo
Yoav
Dan
Ron
Tomer
Tamir
Yadin

14.1 FLL Tel Aviv 15.1 FLL Tel Aviv 16.1 FLL Tel Aviv 28.1 FLL Haifa
29.1 FLL Haifa 30.1 FLL Haifa

31.1 FTC Haifa

28.2 FTC Haifa

Volunteering in FIRST competitions 2019

Because one of
us is a lone star
But together we
are a galaxy!

